Emerging themes
Communications
Applicants desire better
communication with Councils
and improved customer service.

Costs
FAQs around fees, how to pay
and when.

Digital appetite
There is a desire for a simple
and efficient digital process
from everyone involved. Digital
literacy of drivers varies, so there
will need to be support for those
who struggle.

Responsibilities
Applicants are expected to
complete the process
independently although some
operators offer support.
Operators believe it is the
Council’s responsibility to
screen applicants.

Transfer of info between
council and applicant

Councils appetite for
change

DBS

Employees want a reliable
system that they can trust,
reduction of paper based
processes. Internal blame
culture needs be removed.

There are inconsistencies with
the DBS process and who is
involved. The DBS process can
be very lengthy, and it can be a
hindrance having to do it every
year.

Multiple reviews and checks of
applicants can slow down the
process, leave it open for
human error. Duplication of
data in forms is frustrating for
applicants.

Frustrations with vehicle
licensing

Perceived unfairness
within the service

The process for drivers is long
winded and repetitive which
consumes their time and
resources. There is a lack of
clarity.

Perceived unfairness generates
a lack of confidence in the
service amongst applicants.
Existing applicants often hear
information second-hand
fuelling rumours of unfairness.

Safety

Service is perceived as
not value for money

The Councils feel that the
information they provide is not
always acknowledged by
applicants. Applicants feel some
tasks are duplicated or are
unaware of the purpose.

Duplication of effort

Drivers often shifted focus on
their own safety concerns. 2 out
of 3 councils provide CSE training
after being prompted by a
national incident.

Service expectations vary
between council staff and
applicants. For independent
drivers, the cost of living has
increased but fares have not.

Time
Everyone involved is frustrated
by the time consuming process
and multiple locations.
Operators struggle to recruit as
applicants often drop out due to
wait times.

